Sky Lift
Assembly
Instructions
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Please note, these are assembly instructions for
installing the wheels to the Sky Lift only. Once you
have installed the wheels please continue to Sheet 2
for assembling the rest of the Sky Lift. (These can be
found included with the bolt kit)
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In order to assemble the Sky Lift wheels you should
have the following parts, pictured above: 3 x Legs
(each individually colour coded), 2 x Wheels with
brakes, 2 x Wheels without brakes, 1 x 10mm Allen
Key, 3 x M12 Bolts, 1 x M12 Bolt (Long), 4 x M12
Nuts, 4 x Washers & 1 x Gold spacer.
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Firstly take one of the wheels with brakes along with
the Long M12 Bolt & the Gold Spacer. This needs to
be fitted to the large main upright section of the abba
Sky Lift (shown in picture 3). Assemble as above with
the gold spacer in between the wheel and the black
section of the Sky Lift. Finally secure with the washer
& locking nut and tighten securely.

Once you have completed step 2 it is important to
make sure the wheel swivels freely on its bearings. If
this is not the case you may have over tightened the
nut in which case loosen it slightly. The bolts do not
need to be excessively tight.

Quick Reference
Main Sky Lift Upright:
BRAKE WHEEL (WITH GOLD
SPACER & LONG BOLT)
Blue Leg: BRAKE WHEEL
Red Leg: NON BRAKE
WHEEL

Next, take the second brake wheel and fit to the Sky
Lift leg marked with a BLUE label. Assemble the
wheel as in step 2 but without a gold spacer.

Finally assemble the remaining wheels (non brake
type) as before to the remaining red and yellow
marked legs. Remember to make sure each wheel
rotates freely, if not loosen slightly.

Yellow Leg: NON BRAKE
WHEEL

To help you assemble the abba Sky Lift we have
made a video guide. We would highly recommend you
watch this video. Please scan the QR code above with
your smart phone, visit our website or the abba stands
youtube page: www.youtube.com/abbastands

IF IN DOUBT – TEL: 01245 322331 EMAIL: info@abbastands.co.uk

